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ABSTRACT

INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES IN THE RELEVANCY EFFECT

James Woehrle, PhD
Department of Psychology
Northern Illinois University, 2017
Joseph P. Magliano, Director

When readers have a specific goal while reading a text, they are engaged in taskorientated reading, and this leads to certain information within the text being more relevant than
other information. Under these conditions, readers may experience a relevancy effect, wherein
they read sentences that contain relevant information more slowly and have better memory for
this information compared to other information in the discourse. However, there is evidence that
not all readers manifest the relevancy effect in the same manner. McCrudden et al. examined
individual differences in response to relevancy instructions and found that some readers focus
only on relevant text information and have better memory for this information than irrelevant
information. Other readers, while focusing on relevant information, also devoted attention to
irrelevant information. The first group engaged in a narrowing strategy, and the second group
engaged in a broadening strategy.
The goal of the present study was to gain a better understanding of how relevancy
instructions affect reading strategy and comprehension while controlling for individual
differences in response to reading instructions (i.e., narrowing and broadening strategies). It also
remains unclear whether relevancy instructions result in readers only strengthening their

memorial representation of relevant information or if readers also generate inferences (bridging
or elaborative inferences) from relevant information. To provide insight on these outstanding
questions, the current study involved the development of an instrument, the Relevancy Profile
Assessment Instrument (RPAI), which measured the degree to which participants engaged in
narrowing and broadening strategies. The experiment also assessed comprehension of text
information and how relevancy instructions affect reading strategy as measured by think-aloud
protocols produced by participants while reading.
It was expected that relevancy instructions would lead participants to engage in increased
strategic processing (as measured by the think-aloud protocols) for relevant sentences in the text
compared to irrelevant sentences. Specifically, when controlling for narrowing and broadening
strategies, it was predicted that participants would engage in increased paraphrasing and generate
more bridging and elaborative inferences for relevant sentences. In addition, it was expected that
the narrowing and broadening strategies, as measured by the novel instrument, would interact
with these effects.
The initial analysis determined that the survey instrument could be used to measure the
use of narrowing and broadening strategies. The results of subsequent analyses showed that
participants did engage in increased paraphrasing and elaborative inference generation for
relevant sentences compared to irrelevant sentences when given relevancy instructions.
However, participants did not produce increased bridging inferences for relevant sentences in
response to relevancy instructions. In addition, narrowing and broadening strategies interacted
with the relevancy effect as revealed through paraphrasing and elaborative inference scores.
Regarding reading comprehension, a relevancy effect was also found, as participants had better
memory for relevant content of the text when compared to irrelevant content.

The results of the study provided additional insight into the cognitive processes that
underlie the relevancy effect. In response to relevancy instructions, readers construct a richer text
base for relevant discourse information and also seem to engage in more coherence building by
activating additional prior knowledge. These processes likely underlie why readers have better
memory for relevant text information. However, these relevancy effects in terms of elaborative
inferences are moderated by the degree to which individual readers engage in narrowing and
broadening strategies. Readers who engaged in broadening strategies elaborated more on
irrelevant sentences than those scoring low on the construct, which aligns with the findings of
previous research. However, readers who engaged in narrowing strategies also elaborated more
on irrelevant sentences than those scoring low on narrowing. This finding is inconsistent with
prior research and may speak to the need for refining the RPAI.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

Reading is often driven by an agenda. For example, readers frequently have a specific
goal while reading a text and this goal causes certain information within that discourse to
become more or less relevant (Baillet & Keenan, 1986; McCrudden, Magliano, & Schraw, 2011;
McCrudden & Schraw, 2007; McCrudden, Schraw, & Kambe, 2005; Pichert & Anderson, 1977).
This aspect of reading can be construed as task-oriented reading (Rouet, 2006; Snow, 2002;
Vidal Abarca et al, 2011). Is task-oriented reading different from “generic” reading for
comprehension? Consider that under normal reading conditions a reader’s generic goal is to
build a coherent representation of all of the information with the discourse (Graesser, Singer, &
Trabasso, 1994). This reading goal leads to a host of cognitive processes which facilitate
comprehension such as generating inferences based on the explicit content of the discourse and
activating relevant prior knowledge (Graesser, Millis, & Zwaan, 1997; Graesser, Singer &
Trabasso, 1994; Keenan, Potts, Golding, & Jennings 1990; Kintsch, 1988; Suh & Trabasso,
1993). Ultimately, comprehension emerges when readers construct a coherent representation of
what the text is about. However, in the context of task-oriented reading, only some of the
information in a given text may be germane to the task and reading goal (e.g., McCrudden,
Magliano, & Schraw, 2010; McCrudden & Schraw, 2007). As such, when a reader is engaged in
task-oriented reading, the nature of the task will have implications on what is processed,
encoded, and represented by the reader.
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Table 1 provides an example of how a task can influence the nature and processing of
comprehension. The passage describes the history of punk rock music. Imagine an individual is
reading the passage to gain information about the band the Velvet Underground and its influence
in the development of punk rock. The passage contains a myriad of information, including when
the term “punk rock” was originally used, and discussion of other musical groups. When an
individual reads the passage with the goal of learning about the Velvet Underground, it is
possible that they may only focus on and process sentences that explicitly mention the Velvet
Underground (i.e., sentences 7-9). This type of reader would represent use of a narrowing
strategy in response to the reading task, that is, narrowing in on only the relevant information.
Alternatively, an individual with the same reading goal might read every sentence in the passage
in order to facilitate understanding of the sentences related to the Velvet Underground (although
it is likely that sentences 7-9 would receive additional processing). This type of reader would
represent a broadening strategy, that is, expanding upon the information directly relevant to the
task in order to better understand the task-relevant discourse.
This example illustrates a phenomenon known to discourse researchers as relevancy
processing, where a task leads a reader to form specific goals for reading which render certain
discourse information more relevant than other discourse information (Baillet & Keenan, 1986;
McCrudden, Magliano, & Schraw, 2010; McCrudden & Schraw, 2007; McCrudden, Schraw, &
Kambe, 2005; Pichert & Anderson, 1977).
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Table 1
Example Text, “The History of Punk Rock”
______________________________________________________________________________
1

"Punk rock" was originally used to describe the garage musicians of the '60s.
Bands like The Sonics were starting up and playing out with no musical or
vocal instruction, and often limited skill.
3 Because they didn't know the rules of music, they were able to break the rules.
4 The mid to late '60s saw the appearance of The Stooges and The MC5 in
Detroit.
5 They were raw, crude, and often political.
6 Their concerts were often violent affairs, and they were opening the eyes of the
musical world.
7 The Velvet Underground is the next piece in the puzzle.
8 The Velvet Underground, managed by Andy Warhol, were producing music
that often bordered on noise.
9 They were expanding the definitions of music without even realizing it.
10 The final primary influence is found in the foundations of Glam Rock.
11 Artists like David Bowie and The New York Dolls were dressing outrageously
and producing loud trashy rock and roll.
12 Glam would end up splitting its influence, doling out portions to hard rock,
"hair metal" and punk rock.
______________________________________________________________________________
2

In studies that examine relevancy processing, participants are given texts and are told to
adopt a perspective while reading or are provided some criteria for identifying task-relevant
information (e.g., pre-reading questions). The perspective adopted by the participant is intended
to induce the participant to emphasize specific information in the discourse more than other
discourse information. For example, McCrudden et al. (2010) used a text that contained
information about various countries and told participants to imagine that they will soon be
moving to one of the countries mentioned in the text. Participants were asked to determine the
positives and negatives of their future home. This task leads to a task-based relevance, where
certain information in the text (i.e., the country of interest) is more relevant than other
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information. Under these conditions, it has been shown that participants will read sentences that
contain relevant information more slowly and will remember this information better. This result
is known as the relevancy effect (Kaakinen & Hyona, 2008; Linderholm & van den Broek, 2002;
McCrudden et al., 2005; McCrudden, Magliano, & Schraw, 2011; Narvaez et al., 1999; Pichert
& Anderson, 1977; Rothkopf & Billington, 1979; Schraw et al., 1993; Schraw & Dennison,
1994; van den Broek, et al., 2001).
However, all readers may not manifest the relevancy effect in the same way, as illustrated
in the example above. McCrudden et al. (2010) examined individual differences in reader
response to relevancy instructions using a mixed-methods design where the first phase had
participants read and recall a text after receiving specific relevancy instructions. After doing
this, participants engaged in a retrospective interview that was designed to identify goals and
strategies that the participants adopted. Analysis of the quantitative data revealed typical
relevancy effects; namely, relevant sentences were read more slowly and were recalled better
than irrelevant sentences. Qualitative analyses of the interview protocols showed that there were
two distinct profiles of readers: narrowers and broadeners. Narrowers and broadeners both read
relevant sentences more closely, but only broadeners read some irrelevant sentences more
closely. When the quantitative data were assessed in light of the reader profiles, narrowers read
relevant sentences more slowly and had much better memory for relevant sentences than
irrelevant sentences, whereas broadeners spent more time reading irrelevant sentences and had
better memory for irrelevant sentences than narrowers. However, given the labor-intensive
nature of the qualitative analyses, the study contained a small sample size and thus did not allow
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for inferential statistics to compare the reading times and recall of the two reader types. This
constraint limits the scope of the study.
The goal of the present study was to gain a better understanding of how relevancy
instructions affect reading strategy and comprehension while controlling for individual
differences in response to reading instructions (i.e., narrowing and broadening). Based on the
results of McCrudden et al. (2010), it seems that the standard relevancy effect may be driven by
a subset of readers (i.e., narrowers). Moreover, it remains unclear whether relevancy instructions
result in readers only strengthening their memorial representation of relevant information or if
readers also generate inferences from relevant information. To provide insight on these
outstanding questions, the current study involved the development of an instrument that
measured the degree to which participants engaged in narrowing and broadening strategies. The
experiment also assessed comprehension of text information and how relevancy instructions
affect reading strategy as measured by think-aloud protocols produced by participants while
reading. This experiment also involved using the narrowing/broadening instrument to control for
individual differences in response to relevancy instructions.
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CHAPTER TWO
A REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Reading comprehension often takes place when a reader has a specific reading goal,
which makes some information more relevant than other information in the discourse with regard
to task. The type of processing that underlies reading comprehension under such conditions is
known as task-oriented reading (Lehman & Schraw, 2002; McCrudden, Magliano, & Schraw,
2010; McCrudden & Schraw, 2007; McCrudden, Schraw, & Kambe, 2005; Rouet, 2003, 2006).
Task-oriented reading often occurs in response to direct reading instructions that guide a reader
towards the relevant information in the discourse. These types of reading instruction are known
as relevancy instructions. Relevancy instructions have been shown to guide readers in
generating appropriate goals and strategies for discourse comprehension, increase efficiency of
cognitive resource allocations in a more efficient way, and aid in overall learning from a
discourse. This has been called the relevancy effect (e.g., Kaakinen, Hyona, & Keenan, 2002;
Lehman & Schraw, 2002; McCrudden et al., 2005; McCrudden & Schraw, 2007).
The study of the relevancy effect has a rich history (Kaakinen, Hyona, & Keenan, 2002;
Lehman & Schraw, 2002; McCrudden et al., 2010; McCrudden et al., 2005; McCrudden &
Schraw, 2007; Pichert & Anderson, 1977). For example, Pichert and Anderson (1977) had
participants read a text describing the interior of a home. Prior to reading the text, participants
are told to read the text from the perspective of either a potential homebuyer or a burglar. The
results show the participants focus on text segments relevant to their assigned perspective,
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spending more time on these segments and remembering them better. For example, a homebuyer
perspective causes a reader to focus on a wallpaper description in the text, whereas a burglar
perspective causes a reader to focus on a description of expensive silver plates. The paradigm
used by Pichert and Anderson (1977) is typical in the study of relevancy processing. Participants
are given a goal or instruction prior to reading to which some discourse information is more
related than other discourse information. Researchers can then assess both the processes
employed by readers while reading under a specific context as well as the memorial
representations constructed by readers as a result of the relevancy instructions.
The results of the experiment by Pichert and Anderson (1977) exemplify the typical
relevancy effect; when reading in the context of relevancy instructions, it has been shown that
readers process more slowly and better remember relevant text segments than irrelevant text
segments (Kaakinen & Hyona, 2008; McCrudden et al., 2010; McCrudden et al., 2005;
McCrudden & Schraw, 2007; Pichert & Anderson, 1977). More recent attempts at studying the
relevancy effect have focused on how relevancy instructions change online reading
comprehension strategies and processes by using methodologies such as collecting think-aloud
protocols and tracking the gaze pattern of readers through the use of eye tracking technology
(e.g., Kaakinen & Hyona, 2005; McCrudden et al., 2010). These approaches are meant to
provide deeper explanations for the relevancy effect that can be linked to existing models of
reading comprehension.
While standard models of reading comprehension were not designed to explain reading
under relevancy instructions, these models are amendable and can explain much of the cognitive
processing underlying the relevancy effect (McCrudden, Magliano, & Schraw, 2011). The goals
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of the remainder of this chapter are to first discuss how standard models of reading
comprehension can explain relevancy processing, and then describe a recently developed model
designed specifically to explain the stages of cognitive processing which underlie the relevancy
effect, the goal-focusing model (GFM) (McCrudden & Schraw, 2007). Finally, there will be an
overview of a proposed study which aims to better determine how individual readers differ in
their response to relevancy instructions.

STANDARD MODELS OF READING COMPREHENSION AND THE RELEVANCY
EFFECT

Traditional theories of reading comprehension focus on cognitive processes that support
comprehension and memory representation. These theories universally assume that
comprehension emerges when readers construct a coherent network of propositions that
correspond to explicit content, inferred relationships between explicit pieces of content, and
knowledge-based inferences (e.g., Graesser, Singer, & Trabasso, 1994; Kintsch, 1988; Van Dijk
& Kintsch, 1983). This representation is thought to have multiple dimensions, two of which
occur at the level of semantic meaning. The propositional text base consists of a network of
propositions representing explicit discourse content as well as low-level relationships between
this content. The situation model represented by the reader consists of deeper connections
between discourse content, including notions of causality and knowledge-based elaborative
inferences (Glenberg, Meyer, & Lindem, 1987; Johnson-Laird, 1983; Van Dijk & Kintsch, 1983;
Zwaan, Magliano, & Graesser, 1995). Evidence for the relevancy effect generally is found at the
level of the propositional text base of readers, with readers having better memory for
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propositions that contain information relevant to their reading goal. It is not common for
relevancy effect studies to assess a reader’s situation model in the context of relevancy
instructions (although see Kaakinen & Hyona, 2005).
Models of discourse comprehension describe the processes involved in constructing
mental representations for texts, including the propositional text base and situation model. The
construction-integration (CI) model (Kintsch, 1988) can be construed as a “modal model” of
comprehension in that it describes processes that are common to many models of comprehension
(McNamara & Magliano, 2009). According to the CI model, text representations are built and
updated in a two-stage process involving first activation and then integration of discourse
information. Reader knowledge of discourse information is activated via a bottom-up, memorybased process. This process is often referred to as dumb because the memory-based activation
includes both relevant and irrelevant information and is not guided by effortful top-down
cognitive processes. The activated knowledge is integrated into a reader’s representation of the
discourse in a process known as spreading activation, where earlier activated propositions are
selectively integrated based on the constraints of the unfolding discourse.
The CI model clearly emphasizes memory-based processes (McKoon & Ratcliff, 1992,
1998; Myers & O’Brien, 1998), with little effect of effortful processing by the reader. However,
it is generally accepted that reading comprehension arises from the interplay of two distinct
processes, both bottom-up, memory-based spreading activation as well as effortful top-down
processing (Magliano & Radvansky, 2001; McNamara & Magliano, 2009; van den Broek, Rapp,
& Kendeou, 2005). This effortful top-down processing has been described as a reader’s search
for meaning in the constructionist position of reading comprehension and involves a reader
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consciously activating knowledge, both prior knowledge and that derived from the discourse, in
an attempt to comprehend the discourse content (Graesser, Singer, & Trabasso, 1994). An
experiment by van den Broek, O’Brien, Halleran, and Kendeou (2004) showed that depending on
the nature of the discourse, readers can effectively utilize both memory-based and constructionist
cognitive processes to aid comprehension. Constructionist processes seem to be important when
the discourse is difficult, the reader is motivated to comprehend, or the reader is engaged in taskoriented reading (McNamara & Magliano, 2009; Rouet, 2003, 2006).
Constructionist, top-down processes are influenced by the intentions of the reader
(Graesser, Singer, & Trabasso, 1994). Reader intentions can be influenced internally (e.g., reader
standards for what constitutes comprehension, called standards of coherence; van den Broek,
Risden, & Husebye-Hartmann, 1995) as well as by external factors (factors outside the reader).
External reader intentions are driven by a specific task underlying the comprehension and can
render certain discourse information more relevant than other discourse information; this can
lead to strategic processing by the reader wherein more cognitive resources are allocated towards
relevant discourse material (i.e., the relevancy effect). Indeed, the nature of the reader’s task and
the resulting reading goal is believed to be a non-trivial factor in how comprehension unfolds,
and several attempts have been made to model such task-oriented reading (Rouet, 2006; Snow,
2002, Vidal Abarca et al., 2011).
The previously discussed CI model has no parameters that correspond to strategic
processing under the conditions of task-oriented reading. However, it is possible to amend the
CI model theoretically to account for task-oriented reading and, specifically, reading under
relevancy instructions. McCrudden, Magliano, and Schraw (2011) have proposed that when
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reading under relevancy instructions, readers construct a relevance network, a propositional text
base representing relevant discourse information. This relevancy network is developed through
the same mechanisms outlined in the CI model and is constructed through readers evaluating
each sentence in the discourse in the context of their relevancy instructions. This evaluation is
based on explicit semantic cues, such as a sentence containing a noun directly mentioned in the
relevancy instructions, as well as implicit semantic cues, such as a sentence which directly
follows a sentence with explicit semantic cues. As indicated by reading times, readers allocate
more attention to the propositions deemed relevant in light of the relevancy instructions, and this
increased attention results in these propositions being strengthened in the relevance network. It
is unclear whether this relevance network consists only of a propositional text base or of a
situation model.
How deeply irrelevant discourse propositions are processed depends on a reader’s
interpretation of the reading (relevancy) instructions (McCrudden et al., 2010). It may be the
case that individual readers differ in how they process a discourse in light of relevancy
instructions. Indeed, this notion is supported by a recent experiment which assessed individual
differences in response to relevancy instructions (McCrudden et al., 2010).

THE GOAL-FOCUSING MODEL

A recent attempt to provide a theoretical account of relevancy processing is the goalfocusing model (GFM) articulated by McCrudden and Schraw (2007); see Figure 1).
Importantly, the GFM does not dispute the tenets of standard models of comprehension. Rather,
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the GFM aims to describe how readers respond to relevancy instructions. Specifically, the model
describes how relevancy instructions can influence the formation of reading goals, the online
processing of a discourse, and how these goals and processes influence the memorial
construction of discourse information (McCrudden et. al., 2010, 2011; McCrudden & Schraw,
2007).

Stage 1

Stage 2

Stage 3

Relevance

Goal

Resource

instructions

focusing

allocation

Stage 4
Learning

Figure 1: The goal-focusing model (GFM) of relevancy processing

The GFM consists of four stages. Stage 1 consists of the processing of relevancy
instructions, either the explicit or implicit cues that make specific discourse information relevant
and other information irrelevant. Stage 2 is a goal-focusing stage, wherein the reader generates
specific reading goals or strategies in response to the relevancy instruction in Stage 1 and may
even vary their standards of coherence or relevance (the reader’s self-generated requirements for
comprehension) in response to the relevancy instructions. Stage 3 is the resource allocation
stage, referring to the ongoing activity throughout the comprehension process of the reader
assessing each text segment for relevancy and selectively allocating their resources to the text
segment as dictated by the relevancy instructions. Stage 4 is the learning stage and refers to the
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final building of mental knowledge representations by the reader as a result of the relevancy
instructions. This network of knowledge representation is called a relevancy network
(McCrudden et al., 2010).
The GFM makes a distinction between relevant and important information in a text.
Relevance is the extent to which a piece of textual information is critical to meeting the reading
goal. In contrast, importance is the degree to which a piece of text is critical to general
understanding of the text. Relevance is independent of the discourse, whereas importance is
discourse dictated. This difference is illustrated in a study by Schraw, Wade, & Kardash (1993)
that showed that when reading from a certain perspective, readers recalled discourse information
that was relevant to their perspective regardless of its importance. Information of low relevance,
however, was only recalled well if it was of high importance.
Relevant discourse information will be included in a reader’s relevance network, which is
the representation of discourse propositions with selectively more processing on discourse
segments made relevant by reading instruction. The extent to which readers build a mental
representation while reading under relevancy instructions that contains information beyond the
relevancy network (e.g., contains propositions for text constituents that are important, but not
relevant) may be determined by individual differences in strategies adopted by readers
(McCrudden et al., 2010). If a reader forms a reading goal that emphasizes comprehension of
only the relevant discourse segments, it is unlikely that important discourse segments will be
represented. If, however, a reader forms a reading goal that emphasizes comprehension of the
entire text, their mental model for the text should include both relevant and important discourse
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segments. Ultimately, the nature of a reader’s comprehension goal depends on the relevancy
instructions themselves.
Relevancy instructions, both in research and practice, can be divided into two main
categories: specific and general. Specific relevancy instructions guide the reader to focus on
specific textual elements by giving the reader questions about these elements either prior to
reading the text or during the reading process. The types of questions can be either “what”
(targeted segments) or “why” (elaborative interrogation) questions. An example targeted
segment question is, “What date did the Gettysburg address occur?” An example elaborative
interrogation question is, “Why does corn grow best in the Midwest?” General relevancy
instructions induce the reader to take a particular frame of reference during the comprehension
process. This can be achieved by giving the reader a certain perspective (e.g., a homebuyer
versus a burglar) or purpose (e.g., read for pleasure versus read for study). The relevancy
instruction paradigm assumes that all of these types of relevancy instructions will induce the
reader to selectively attend to the information or aspects of the discourse that are made relevant
by the instructions.
There is abundant empirical evidence for the GFM (e.g., Kaakinen & Hyona, 2008;
McCrudden et al., 2005; Pichert & Anderson, 1977; Schraw et al., 1993; Schraw & Dennison,
1994). McCrudden et al. (2005) used texts consisting of text segments that had been shown in
previous experiments to be highly recallable. These text segments could be divided into two
distinct categories, and participants in the experiment were given relevancy instructions (prereading questions) to focus on one of the categories specifically. The results showed that the
relevancy instructions induced readers to have a higher recall for relevant text segments and
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inhibited recall of irrelevant text segments (compared to readers reading without relevant
instructions). These results clearly illustrate the effect of Stage 4 in the GFM, the learning stage.
Readers selectively allocate their resources based on the reading goal established through the
relevancy instructions, so much so that text segments assessed as irrelevant will be recalled at
lower levels than under normal comprehension conditions.
McCrudden et al. (2010) demonstrated that readers can adopt different strategies in
response to relevancy instructions, which would be computed during Stage 2 of the GFM. They
conducted a two-phase mixed-methods experiment. In the first (quantitative) phase of the
experiment, participants read a text describing several countries. Participants were told to
imagine that they would be moving to one of the countries and to determine the positives and
negatives associated with living in that country. It was assumed that these relevancy instructions
would cause sentences related to the country of interest to become more relevant to the reader.
Participants in a control condition were told to simply read for understanding. Reading times
and reader recall for discourse information were recorded. The results of the experiment showed
that participants given relevancy instructions read relevant sentences more slowly and also had
better recall for these sentences.
In the second (qualitative) phase of the experiment, participants were interviewed about
their reading strategies used throughout the experiment, and how these reading strategies related
to the relevant and irrelevant information in the text. The interview questions attempted to reveal
specific reading strategies used by participants in light of relevancy instructions (see Table 2 for
example interview questions).
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Table 2
Example Interview Questions from McCrudden et al. (2010)
______________________________________________________________________________
Example 1

How did the reading instructions affect the time and effort you spent
reading?

Example 2

If any, what criteria did you develop for selecting certain information
while you were reading?

Example 3

(Participant shown a specific relevant or irrelevant discourse segment)
Do you have a specific memory of this excerpt? If so, can you
remember how the reading instructions may have had an impact on your
reading of this sentence?

______________________________________________________________________________

Three distinct reader profiles emerged from these interviews: readers who read only the
relevant information (narrowers), readers who read both relevant and irrelevant information
(broadeners), and readers who read for familiar information (a profile which was seen only in
readers from the control condition). When the experimenters examined how these reader profiles
related to the quantitative data, it was clear that these profiles manifested in different
comprehension strategies. Although the experimental sample was too small to allow for
statistical comparisons, the trends in the quantitative data suggested that narrowers read relevant
sentences more slowly than irrelevant sentences, whereas broadeners showed no difference in
reading time between the relevant and irrelevant sentences. The pattern for the recall data
mirrored the reading time data, suggesting that the process time on relevant and irrelevant
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sentences for narrowers and broadeners had implications on mental model construction. The
results of the study suggest that different reader profiles emerge in response to relevancy
instructions, but it is not entirely clear how these profiles differentially process the text
(McCrudden et al., 2010).
The results of McCrudden et al. (2010) illustrate that traditional approaches to studying
the relevancy effect—namely, using solely behavioral measures such as reader reading time and
recall—may mask how different readers respond to relevancy instructions. Certainly, reading
time and recall provide evidence for the relevancy effect, but the use of a qualitative measure
(i.e., reader interview) by McCrudden et al. (2010) suggests that a sub-group of readers, those
with a narrowing strategy, may be driving this effect. Because a better understanding of the
individual reader profiles which emerge in response to relevancy instructions is needed, future
research on the relevancy effect using qualitative measures is warranted.
Moreover, the use of reader reading time and recall to assess the relevancy effect does not
allow for an investigation of whether a reader’s relevance network consists of only a
propositional text base or both a propositional text base and a situation model. Think-aloud
protocols from participants can provide evidence of specific cognitive processes being
undertaken by participants while comprehension is occurring (Johnston & Afflerbach, 1984;
Presseley & Afflerbach, 1995; Trabasso & Magliano, 1996). Some of the processes revealed
through collection of think-aloud protocols include bridging inferences, elaborative inferences,
and paraphrasing of discourse information (Magliano, Trabasso, & Graesser, 1999). Research on
bridging and elaborative inferences suggests that these serve the important function of aiding a
reader in building a mental model of discourse information. Paraphrasing, where participants
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restate discourse information, serves the purpose of strengthening the memory representation of
specific discourse content (i.e., strengthening the propositional text base). If relevancy
instruction results in readers paraphrasing relevant discourse information, it suggests that
relevancy processing consists of readers strengthening the propositional text base for relevant
discourse information, whereas if relevancy instruction results in increased inferential
processing, it suggests that readers are building a coherent situation model of relevant discourse
information.
Kaakinen and Hyona (2005) sought to determine how relevancy instructions in the form
of a reader perspective affected the online processing of a discourse by collecting reading time,
think-aloud protocols, and eye-tracking data from participants while the participants read texts.
In the experiment, participants read texts describing several diseases and were told to assume
they were looking for information about a specific disease to help a friend who had been recently
diagnosed. The experimental perspective of participants made select sentences within the
discourse more or less relevant to satisfying the reading goal associated with that perspective
(i.e., locating and comprehending information about a single disease). Ten sentences
predetermined to be relevant to the perspective and ten control sentences were chosen for readers
to think-aloud on, and reading times and eye-tracking data were collected throughout the reading
process. Reader recall for discourse information was also recorded.
The results showed that readers read relevant sentences more slowly, and eye-tracking
measures showed that participants re-read relevant sentences, demonstrating the classic
relevancy effect. Moreover, participants remembered relevant information better than irrelevant
information. The think-aloud protocols revealed that participants seemed to paraphrase relevant
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discourse segments, thereby strengthening the memory representation of these discourse
segments in the propositional text base. The protocols revealed no deeper inferential processing
of relevant discourse segments (i.e., bridging or elaborative inferences), suggesting no effect of
relevancy instructions on the construction of a reader’s situation model. Kaakinen and Hyona
(2005) argue that the end result of the relevancy effect is the strengthening of memory
representations for discourse information that is relevant to the reader’s goal.

INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCE VARIABLES ASSOCIATED WITH RELEVANCY
PROCESSING

An exploratory aspect of the current study was to assess several sources of individual
differences in cognition that may be associated with the use of a narrowing or broadening
strategy while reading under relevancy instructions. The goal of this aspect of the study was to
determine if these individual differences were related to the extent to which participants engage
in a narrowing or broadening strategy. The individual differences to be assessed in the current
study include metacognitive awareness of reading strategy, tendency towards work avoidance,
and goal orientation.
Metacognitive Awareness of Reading Strategy Inventory (MARSI)
MARSI is an instrument developed by Mokhtari and Reichard (2002) that is used to
assess a reader’s metacognitive awareness of reading strategy. Metacognition is the selfawareness and knowledge of cognitive processes (i.e., “thinking about thinking”; Moore,
Zabrucky, & Commander, 1997), and may be particularly important during reading
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comprehension (Mokhtari & Reichard, 2002). Readers must possess the ability to determine if
they comprehend what they read and regulate their reading strategy to promote this
comprehension (Moore et al., 1997; Zabrucky & Moore, 1994).
According to the GFM (McCrudden & Schraw, 2007), reading under relevancy
instructions involves developing reading goals from relevancy instructions and strategically
allocating cognitive resources while reading the text to meet the reading goals. In order to
determine if appropriate reading goals have been set and comprehension is being achieved, a
reader must possess adequate metacognitive awareness of their reading strategy. Therefore, it is
likely that a reader’s metacognitive awareness of one’s reading strategy may be related to how a
reader comprehends a text under relevancy instructions. Moreover, this metacognitive
awareness may predict the extent to which a reader engages in a narrowing or broadening
strategy.
Work Avoidance
Measures that assess an individual’s tendency towards work avoidance (e.g.,
Harackiewicz et al., 2000) may be useful when assessing readers who engage in narrowing
versus broadening strategies. Work-avoidance goals focus on minimizing effort for an
individual. When compared to a broadening strategy, a narrowing strategy may involve less
cognitive effort, as readers who engage in narrowing process only relevant discourse
information, whereas readers who engage in broadening process both relevant and irrelevant
discourse information. Therefore, scales that assess a participant’s tendency towards work
avoidance may predict the extent to which a reader utilizes each of these reading strategies.
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Participants who score high on work-avoidance measures may be more likely to engage in
narrowing.
Goal Orientation
Prior research shows that the goals individuals set when performing tasks, called
achievement motivation, is related to how well they perform on the task (Elliot & McGregor,
2001; Elliot, Murayama, & Pekrun, 2011; Harackiewicz et al., 2000). Elliot et al. (2011)
articulated a 3 X 2 framework for achievement motivation which delineated three general means
by which an individual can be motivated to achieve that can each be valenced positively and
negatively; positively valenced goals are defined by an individual driven to succeed, whereas
negatively valenced goals involve an individual driven to not fail. The three general motivation
goals are absolute (a task-focused goal), intrapersonal (an internal goal), and interpersonal (a
goal related to competing with another).
It may be the case that these different types of achievement motivation are related to how
readers process a text under relevancy instructions. For example, readers driven by intrapersonal
motivation may be more likely to engage in broadening, taking it upon themselves to develop a
richer representation of the text than is required to complete the experimental task.

OVERVIEW OF CURRENT STUDY

The current study aimed to 1) assess how relevancy instructions affect reading strategies
(i.e., paraphrasing, bridging, and elaboration) and comprehension and 2) assess the impact of
narrowing and broadening strategies on these outcomes of relevancy processing. McCrudden et
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al. (2010) provided evidence that such individual differences exist, identifying the reader profiles
of narrowers and broadeners through the use of post-reading interviews. However, their study
had a low number of participants that did not afford inferential statistics. The present study was
a partial replication of McCrudden et al. (2010) but used an approach that afforded a higher
number of participants such that inferential statistics could be conducted. Moreover, this study
was intended to extend Kaakinen and Hyona (2005), who also used thinking aloud to assess how
relevancy instructions affected strategic processing. However, as noted above, Kaakinen and
Hyona (2005) did not distinguish between or control for narrowers and broadeners.
To execute this study, it was necessary to first identify the readers who are more likely to
engage in a reading strategy of narrowing or broadening. As illustrated by McCrudden et al.
(2010), post-reading interviews can reveal different reader profiles that emerge in response to
relevancy instructions, but this methodology is labor intensive and generally results in
experimental samples which are too small to conduct inferential statistics upon. This area of
research would be advanced through the development of a close-ended instrument which could
identify different reader profiles in response to relevancy instructions. Therefore, the current
study involved the development of such an instrument, the Relevance Profile Assessment
Instrument (RPAI), in order to identify the extent to which readers engage in narrowing or
broadening strategies and moreover to determine how the relevance network is constructed when
controlling for these different reading strategies.
The study involved participants reading under relevancy instructions while think-aloud
protocols were recorded. After reading, the comprehension of participants was assessed through
a variation of a sentence-verification test called a fact-association task. Finally, participants
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completed a series of questionnaires, including the RPAI, MARSI, a work-avoidance scale, and a
goal-orientation scale. Specific predictions for the experiment are provided in the upcoming
chapters which provide detailed methodology.
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CHAPTER THREE
EXPERIMENT

Participants were assigned a reading perspective through relevancy instructions,
rendering some discourse segments more germane to their reading perspective than other
discourse segments. Specifically, participants read a text about several countries, and participants
in the experimental conditions were asked to focus on one of two countries: Pitcairn or
Honduras. This experiment assessed the reading strategies of participants using the ReadingStrategy Assessment Tool (RSAT; Magliano et al., 2011). RSAT involves having participants
produce pseudo think-aloud responses while reading texts on a computer. Responses are typed
and computer algorithms are used to detect paraphrasing the sentence just read, bridging to prior
discourse information and the production of elaborative inferences. Participants thought aloud at
sentences that were relevant to their instructions or irrelevant to their instructions.
While McCrudden et al. (2010) used post-experiment open-ended interview questions to
identify narrowers and broadeners, a self-report close-ended instrument, the RPAI, was
developed and initially validated in the present study. To do this, the scores on each item of the
instrument were subjected to a principal component analysis. The validity of the instrument was
assessed to confirm that scores on items expected to reflect narrowing strategies load (factor
loading correlation coefficients of at least .4) on a separate and unique factor from scores on
items expected to reflect broadening or familiarity strategies. The basis for this prediction
(Prediction 1) stems from the reader profiles identified by McCrudden et al. (2010) and assumes
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that the same profiles can be identified by the survey instrument created for this experiment.
Subsequent hypotheses and predictions assume that the RPAI is valid. The extent to which the
factor loadings for narrowing and broadening were correlated with the individual difference
measures were explored for participants under relevancy instructions.
The comprehension of participants was assessed through a variation of a sentenceverification test (SVT), which assesses whether readers remember the meaning of the text
(McCrudden & Schraw, 2010; Royer, Hastings, & Hook, 1979). The present study employed a
fact-association task (FAT), where participants were asked to associate facts from the reading
with the country to which the fact is associated. Items on the FAT were either relevant or
irrelevant to the participant’s experimental instructions.
Regarding the dependent variable of the think-aloud protocols, there are several
hypotheses and predictions. The first hypothesis is the text-base enhancement hypothesis.
Using think-aloud protocols, Kaakinen and Hyona (2005) found that relevancy instructions
induce readers to paraphrase discourse information relevant to their reading goal, indicative of an
attempt to strengthen the memorial representation of that information. The following prediction
is based on these findings:
Prediction 2: When looking at paraphrase scores, a main effect of sentence type (relevant
or irrelevant) is predicted, such that participants will produce higher paraphrase scores for
relevant than irrelevant sentences. This type of processing reflects a reader’s attempt to
strengthen the propositional text base of relevant discourse information.
The second hypothesis is the coherence building hypothesis. It has been suggested that
readers reading under relevancy instructions construct a relevancy network of relevant discourse
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information (McCrudden et al., 2011). This relevancy network can be conceived as a type of
situation model. Situation models are largely constructed through inferential processes in
comprehension, such as bridging and elaborative inferences. The following prediction is
generated based on this hypothesis.
Prediction 3: When looking at the bridging and elaboration scores of readers, a main
effect of sentence type (relevant or irrelevant) is predicted, such that participants will
engage in more inference generation for relevant compared to irrelevant sentences.
Participants should produce higher bridging and elaborative inferences for relevant
compared to irrelevant sentences. This type of processing reflects a reader’s attempt to
construct a coherent situation model of relevant discourse information.
A general comprehension enhancement hypothesis underlies the predictions for the
reading comprehension measure (i.e., percent of items answered correctly). This hypothesis is
based on substantial research showing that readers have better memory for relevant than
irrelevant information (Kaakinen & Hyona, 2008; Linderholm & van den Broek, 2002;
McCrudden, Magliano, & Schraw, 2010; McCrudden et al, 2005; Narvaez et al., 1999; Pichert &
Anderson, 1977; Rothkopf & Billington, 1979; Schraw & Dennison, 1994; Schraw et al., 1993;
van den Broek et al., 2001).
Prediction 4: When looking at comprehension scores of participants, a main effect of
sentence type (relevant or irrelevant) is predicted, such that participants will be more
accurate for relevant assessment items than they are for irrelevant items.
An additional hypothesis, derived from the GFM and the results of McCrudden et al.
(2010), is a strategic moderation hypothesis. This hypothesis suggests that there are individual
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differences in how readers respond to relevancy instructions. Use of the narrowing strategy
results in a focus on only relevant discourse information, while use of the broadening strategy
results in processing both relevant and irrelevant sentences. This hypothesis assumes that the
effects described above are moderated by the extent to which participants engage in narrowing or
broadening strategies as measured by RPAI. The patterns for the interaction are the same for all
DVs and are shown in Figures 2 and 3.

Figure 2: Strategic moderation hypothesis prediction: narrowing
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Figure 3: Strategic moderation hypothesis: broadening
Prediction 5a: There will be a Sentence Type (relevant vs. irrelevant) X Narrower
interaction for all four DVs with the pattern depicted in Figure 2.
Prediction 6a: There will be a Sentence Type (relevant vs. irrelevant) X Broadener
interaction for all four DVs with the pattern depicted in Figure 3.
In addition to identifying and measuring the reading behaviors of the reader profiles
identified in McCrudden et al. (2010), the experiment included measurement of a variety of
additional individual difference variables that may relate to individual differences in reading
behavior in light of relevancy instructions: metacognition about reading strategy as measured by
the MARSI, tendency towards work avoidance, and achievement motivation. While inclusion of
these measures was exploratory, they were used in correlational analyses with the narrowing and
broadening factors.
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Methods
Participants
Participants were 114 Northern Illinois University (NIU) and Wittenberg University
undergraduates who were enrolled in an introductory psychology course. Participants received
course credit for their participation in the experiment. An exploration for outliers indicated that
two participants did not produce data for the comprehension tasks. Thus, a total of 112
participants were included in the analyses.
Design
This experiment employed an ANCOVA with participant loadings on the latent factors of
narrowing and broadening strategy used as the two covariates and sentence type (relevant and
irrelevant) as the independent variable. The dependent variables were reading comprehension as
measured by the fact-association task and the contents of the think-aloud protocols as assessed
by RSAT (i.e., paraphrasing, bridging, and elaborative inference scores). Also, a series of mixed
ANOVAs were conducted on comprehension and RSAT reading strategies using sentence type
(Pitcairn or Honduras) as a within-subjects variable and experimental condition (control,
Pitcairn, Honduras) as a between-subjects variable. In addition, the relationship between all of
the individual difference measures and factor loadings on the instrument items were assessed in
an exploratory correlation analysis.
Apparatus
RSAT was used to present participants with the discourse and relevancy instructions.
MARSI, the work-avoidance measure, the achievement motivation scale, and the instrument to
identify reader profiles were administered in a paper-pencil format. The sentence verification
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task was presented via a computer-based experimental program (e-prime) and accuracy was
recorded.
Materials
The experimental text was derived from McCrudden et al. (2010) and contained 1161
words. The text was expository in nature and described four countries, and seven topics about
each country. There were 72 sentences in the text that provided facts about the countries, with
an equal amount of sentences providing facts for each country (18 facts for each country). The
text was originally adapted from Kaakinen et al. (2002). The rhetorical structure of the text was a
compare-contrast style, such that facts about different countries were sequential and emphasized
similarities or differences between the countries. All countries were assumed to be relatively
unfamiliar to participants, which would require participants to read carefully in order to
accurately associate country attributes with the appropriate country (Kaakinen et. al., 2002). The
relevancy instructions directed participants to attend to either Honduras or Pitcairn (two of the
countries described in the text) or to read for understanding (control condition). The relevancy
instructions were as follows:
“The following text introduces four remote countries: Pitcairn, Anguilla, Andorra, and
Honduras. Imagine that you are a research scientist and you are about to leave for
Pitcairn/Honduras to conduct research. It is likely that your stay in this remote country
will last for several years and that you need to live in Pitcairn/Honduras permanently for
that time. Read the following text so that you can decide what good sides and what
bad sides there are in your new home country—conditions that probably make you
enjoy your stay or alternatively make you suffer. To review: What good and what
bad sides are there in Pitcairn/Honduras as your new home country?”
Participants in the control condition were simply told to read for understanding. Relevant
sentences explicitly mentioned the target countries and irrelevant sentences had no explicit or
implicit reference to them.
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Instruments
Reading Strategy Assessment Tool (RSAT): RSAT was used to present experimental
instructions to the participants and the experimental text. RSAT was also used to measure the
reading strategy use by participants through the collection and assessment of reader-generated
“think-aloud” protocols. RSAT uses computer-based algorithms to provide subscores for the
degree to which readers engage in paraphrasing and generate elaborative and bridging
inferences. Bridging scores are computed by counting the number of content words (nouns,
verbs, adjectives, and adverbs) in the protocol that occurred in the prior discourse context.
Elaboration scores are based on the number of content words in a protocol that do not appear in
the texts. Bridging and elaboration scores were derived by averaging across sentences that made
up the different conditions (i.e., Pitcairn and Honduras sentences; relevant and irrelevant
sentences). RSAT scores are predictive of measures of comprehension on the same level as
standardized tests of reading comprehension (Magliano et. al., 2011) and are highly correlated
with human scoring of reading strategy on the protocols (RSAT correlations with standardized
tests of comprehension range from .51 to. 55, and correlations with human scoring of protocols
range from .50 to .78).
Relevance Profile Assessment Instrument (RPAI): This instrument was designed from the openended participant interview used in McCrudden et al. (2010) and was intended to provide a less
labor-intensive means of identifying the reader profiles in response to relevancy instructions
described in that study. It consists of 16 items, with each item intended to provide information
about the processing and/or memorial representation of relevant versus irrelevant discourse
information in the experimental text. The items were constructed based on an evaluation of the
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open-ended responses produced by participants in McCrudden et al. (2010), using the qualitative
data produced by participants who were identified as narrowers or broadeners in that study.
Approximately five items on the RPAI were intended to measure each individual reading
strategy identified in McCrudden et al. (2010): narrowing, broadening, and reading for
familiarity. High agreement with narrowing items indicated that respondents were specifically
looking for relevant information in the text while intentionally ignoring irrelevant information.
High agreement with broadening items indicated that respondents were processing at least some
irrelevant information. High agreement with familiarity items indicated that respondents were
primarily devoting attention while reading to information that was familiar or interesting to them.
Each item was scored on a 5-point scale. The instrument is provided in Appendix A.
Fact-Association Task: Scores on this task were used to assess the comprehension of
participants. The task was a variation of a sentence-verification task, where participants are
asked to associate facts from the discourse with the country to which the fact refers.
Participations were presented with sentences and were asked to quickly and accurately determine
if the fact was about Pitcairn or Honduras. Participant accuracy was recorded. The sentences are
provided in Appendix B.
Metacognitive Awareness of Reading Strategies Inventory (MARSI): MARSI (Mokhtari &
Reichard, 2002) consists of 30 close-ended items that participants answer with a 5-point Likert
scale. Each item is designed to assess a reader’s metacognitive awareness and their perception of
reading strategy while comprehending academic reading materials. The instrument has a
factorial structure and includes these factors: global reading strategies, problem-solving reading
strategies, and support strategies. Global reading strategies pertain to global understanding of a
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discourse, problem-solving strategies pertain to reading strategies when comprehension is
difficult, and support-strategies relate to the use of materials outside of the discourse that a reader
might use to help aid comprehension. Mokhtari and Reichard (2002) demonstrated the reliability
(r=.89) and content and predictive validity of MARSI. The instrument is provided in Appendix
C.
Work-Avoidance Measure: This measure consists of three items derived from Harackiewicz et
al. (2000) and is intended to assess a particular type of goal-motivation, the desire to avoid work.
The items are measured on a 7-point Likert scale. The instrument is provided in Appendix D.
Achievement Motivation Scale: This measure is adopted from Elliot et al. (2011) and is intended
to assess achievement motivation of participants. It assess three types of motivation: absolute,
intrapersonal, and interpersonal, each of which can be positively (approaching success) or
negatively (avoiding failure) valenced. The items are measured on a 7-point Likert scale. The
instrument is provided in Appendix E.
Procedure
Participants were run in groups of five or six, with each participant at an individual
computer. Participants read instructions and engaged in a practice session of RSAT.
Participants then were assigned reading perspectives via relevancy instructions or the control
condition through RSAT. Participants read the experimental text on a computer screen, one
sentence at a time, advancing to the next sentence by pressing a button on the keyboard. At 20
predetermined sentences, readers were asked to type their thoughts regarding the text. The
prompt was: “What are you thinking now?” After reading the experimental texts, participants
took the close-ended reader profile instrument, MARSI, the work-avoidance measure, and the
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achievement-orientation measure. Finally, participants completed the fact-association task via eprime. Participants were debriefed and allowed to leave.
Analyses
The initial analysis involved subjecting the RPAI to a principal component analysis
(PCA). A PCA was chosen in order to explore if any of the RPAI items were measuring the
same underlying construct. The purpose of this analysis was to examine the underlying factor
structure of the instrument. The output of the PCA was used to determine how many factors
exist within the instrument. The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) measure of sampling adequacy was
used to determine if there was an adequate sample size for the overall data set as well as each
individual variable. The factor loadings were subject to a varimax rotation.
Following the PCA, there was a preliminary analysis of the relevancy instructions that
included the control condition. For each of the dependent variables, a Condition (Pitcairn,
Honduras, or Control)) X Sentence Type (Pitcairn vs. Honduras) mixed ANOVA was conducted
with condition as a between-participants variable and sentence type as a within-participants
variable. Any effects requiring post hoc analysis used Boneferroni correction. If there were
Condition by Sentence Type interactions, three planned comparisons were conducted for each of
the conditions to explore if there were differences between sentence types. To test the
hypothesis involving relevancy strategies, a series of one-way ANCOVAs were conducted on
each of the dependent variables. Because there were no relevancy instructions, the control
condition was not included, as there was no purpose to focusing on sentence relevancy based on
the instructions. Consequently, there was one variable pertaining to whether the sentences were
relevant or irrelevant. This analysis increased statistical power and allowed for an exploration of
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the effect of narrowing and broadening strategies on the relevancy effect. The covariates were
factor loadings on the broadening and narrowing scales. Any interactions between covariates and
sentence type were explored by examining the slopes for upper and lower quartiles on the factors
(i.e., high/low broadening/narrowing). A series of t tests were conducted to compare processing
and comprehension of relevant to irrelevant sentences between upper and lower quartile
narrowers and broadeners.
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CHAPTER FOUR
RESULTS

There were two sets of analyses. The first analysis conducted was the principal
components analysis (PCA), conducted on the RPAI intended to measure the reading strategies
of narrowing, broadening, and reading for familiarity, as identified in McCrudden et al. (2010).
The second set of analyses were conducted to test the primary hypotheses for the study.

VALIDITY OF THE RPAI

The PCA on the RPAI explored whether the constructs of narrowing, broadening, and
familiarity strategies could be identified through an instrument rather than a qualitative
interview. All survey items in the instrument were subjected to a PCA (see Appendix A). The
KMO test suggested that there was an adequate number of items, KMO=.76. There were three
factors with eigenvalues greater than 1. Given that three factors were hypothesized, this solution
was retained. This solution accounted for 68.64% of the variance in the items. The component
structure can be seen in Table 3 (see Appendix A to map specific items onto the factor loading
table).
Items that were predicted to measure the reading strategies of narrowing, broadening, and
familiarity were generally appropriately separated in the analysis. However, there were several
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factor loadings that did not reflect the intended construct of instrument items, and several items
did not significantly load on any of the factors. Specifically, of the five items that loaded on
Factor 1, four of the five items were intended to measure the strategy of broadening. The
exception was item three, which was intended to measure the strategy of reading for familiarity.
Of the four items that loaded onto Factor 2, all four were intended to measure the strategy of
narrowing. Finally, of the four items that loaded onto Factor 3, two items were intended to
measure the narrowing strategy, and two items were intended to measure the reading for
familiarity strategy. Two items, both intended to measure reading for familiarity, did not load
significantly on any of the factors. Both of these items were intended to measure reading for
familiarity. As such, it is difficulty to conclude that the third factor corresponded to familiarity.
In sum, Factor 1 seems to underlie a construct for the reading strategy of broadening, and Factor
2 seems to underlie a construct for the reading strategy of narrowing.
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Table 3
Component Loadings from PCA with Varimax Rotation
Items Intended Measure
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Narrowing
Broadening
Familiarity
Narrowing
Broadening
Familiarity
Narrowing
Broadening
Familiarity
Narrowing
Broadening
Familiarity
Narrowing
Familiarity
Narrowing

Broadening

Narrowing

.40
.81
.72
-.84
.17
.15
.75
.39
.41
.69
.45
.30
.54
.45

.77
.33
.49
.53
.18
.28
.85
.17
.19
.81
.50
.51
.87
.28
.21

Factor 3
.25
.17
.36
.74
.19
.81
.37
.40
.76
.20
.26
.48
.27
.62
.74

In addition, an exploratory analysis was conducted to determine if a commonly used
measure of strategic reading, MARSI, correlated with the narrowing and broadening strategies as
identified by the narrowing and broadening instrument. For this analysis, only participants in the
experimental conditions were included, as participants in the control condition did not receive
relevancy instructions and were thus unlikely to form narrowing or broadening strategies. The
results of the correlation analysis, however, failed to reveal any correlations between MARSI
scores (both global and subscale) and any measures included in the study. The correlation
coefficients between the narrowing and broadening factor scores, MARSI scores, and the other
individual difference measures (Work avoidance and goal orientation) are presented in Table 4.
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Table 4
Correlations Between Factor Loadings and Individual Difference Measures (n=112)
Variables
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
1. Broadening
2. Narrowing
3. MARSI
4. Task Ap
5. Task Av
6. Self Ap
7. Self Av
8. Other_Ap
9. Other Av
10. Work Av
Variables
M
SD
*p<.05 **p<.01

10

1
-.28*
-.03
-.03
-.08
-.02
-.03
-.18
-.09
-.17

1
-.03
.06
-.01
-.02
-.03
.10
-.06
.03

1
.02
-.01
.05
.03
-.06
-.01
-.09

1
.89**
.86**
.77**
.74**
.81**
.05

1
.70**
.77**
.69**
.82**
.10

.1
.87**
.57**
.71**
.02

.
1
.55** 1
.72** .78** 1
.04
.10
.19

1

1
.29
.81

2
.12
1.01

3
3.38
.53

4
3.16
1.51

5
3.30
1.62

6
3.08
1.51

7
3.10
1.51

10
3.38
1.33

8
2.58
1.63

9
2.99
1.77

PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS

Preliminary analyses were conducted on the reading strategy scores (paraphrase,
bridging, and elaboration) and comprehension performance that involved comparing the
relevancy instruction conditions to the control condition. Because narrowing and broadening
strategies did not apply to the control conditions, the primary hypothesis could not be tested. A
series of Instruction (Honduras, Pitcairn, Control) X Sentence Type (Honduras, Pitcairn) mixed
ANOVAs were conducted. The descriptive statistics for all three analyses can be seen in Tables
5, 6, and 7.
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Table 5
Paraphrase Scores by Sentence Type and Condition
Condition
Sentence Type

Honduras
Pitcairn
Control

N
42
37
33

Honduras
1.60 (.11)
1.46 (.12)
1.83 (.13)

Table 6
Bridging Scores by Sentence Type and Condition
Condition

Honduras
Pitcairn
Control

N
42
37
33

Pitcairn
1.18 (.11)
1.33 (.12)
1.48 (.13)

Sentence Type

Honduras
2.82 (.21)
3.08 (.22)
3.20 (.23)

Pitcairn
2.99 (.21)
3.62 (.26)
3.59 (.27)

Table 7
Elaborative Inference Scores by Sentence type and Condition
Condition
Sentence Type

Honduras
Pitcairn
Control

N
42
37
33

Honduras
3.07 (.23)
3.30 (.25)
3.26 (.27)

Pitcairn
3.19 (.29)
3.87 (.31)
3.70 (.33)

For paraphrasing scores, there was a main effect of sentence type, F (1,109) =42.20,
p<.001, ηp2 =.28. Participants produced higher paraphrasing scores for Honduras sentences
(M=1.63, SE=.07) than they did for Pitcairn sentences (M=1.33, SE=.07). This result is likely due
to increased familiarity with the country of Honduras over Pitcairn. There was also a significant
Text X Condition interaction, F (1, 109) =3.83, p=.025, ηp2 =.07. Participants in the Honduras
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condition exhibited larger differences in their paraphrasing scores between the two texts than did
participants in the control or Pitcairn condition.
For bridging scores, there was also a main effect of sentence type, such that bridging
scores were higher for Pitcairn sentences (M=3.40, SE=.15) than they were for Honduras
sentences (M=3.03, SE=.13), F (1, 109) = 20.77, p<.001, ηp2 =.16 (see Table 6).
Finally, for elaborative inference scores, there was a main effect of text such that there
were higher elaboration scores for Pitcairn sentences (M=3.59, SE=.18) than for Honduras
sentences (M=3.20, SE=.15), F (1,109) = 16.47, p>.001, ηp2 =.13.
A similar analysis was conducted for participant scores on the comprehension task. A
mixed ANOVA with condition as a between-participants variable and sentence type as a withinparticipants variable was conducted on the percent of items answered correctly on the
comprehension task. The results showed a main effect of sentence type such that a higher
percentage of Honduras items were answered correctly (M=.71, SE=.02) compared to Pitcairn
items (M=.69, SE=.02), F (1, 109) = 6.22, p=.014, ηp2 =.05 (see Table 8).

Table 8
Comprehension Scores by Sentence Type and Condition
Condition
Sentence Type

Honduras
Pitcairn
Control

N
42
37
33

Honduras
.73 (.03)
.69 (.03)
.72 (.03)

Pitcairn
.67 (.03)
.68 (.03)
.71 (.03)
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HYPOTHESIS TESTING

The analyses used to test the hypotheses controlled for participants’ scores on the
narrowing and broadening constructs captured by the instrument. These analyses were conducted
on all three strategy scores in the context of one-way ANCOVAs in which the factor loadings for
the narrowing and broadening dimensions were used as covariates. Moreover, these analyses
only involved participants in the Honduras and Pitcairn conditions because narrowing and
broadening only had meaning in those conditions. In these analyses, Honduras and Pitcairn
sentences were designated as relevant and irrelevant sentences, depending on condition.
Adjusted means can be seen in Table 8.
To test the text-base enhancement hypothesis, the first analysis looked at paraphrasing
scores. The results provided support for this hypothesis (as well as demonstrated the relevancy
effect), revealing a main effect of relevance when controlling for the narrowing and broadening
factors, F (1, 76) =4.82, p=.03, ηp2 =.06. Participants produced higher paraphrase scores for
relevant sentences (M=1.47, SE=.08) than they did for irrelevant sentences (M=.131, SE=.08).
The interactions between the factor loading scores and sentence type were not significant.
To assess the coherence building hypothesis, bridging and elaborative inference RSAT
scores were assessed. For bridging, the ANOVA revealed no significant main effects or
interactions, F (1, 76) =1.40, p=.24, ηp2 =.02. For elaborative inference scores, there was a main
effect of relevance, F (1, 76) =7.75, p=.007, ηp2 =09. Elaborative inference scores were higher
for relevant sentences (M=3.44, SE=.21) than they were for irrelevant sentences (M=3.24,
SE=.18). The analysis also revealed significant interactions between sentence type and the
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covariates of the factor loadings on narrowing/broadening constructs. Factor loadings on the
broadening construct interacted significantly with sentence type, F (1, 76) =4.34, p=.04, ηp2 =.05.
Factor loadings on the narrowing construct also interacted with sentence type, F (1, 76) =5.70,
p=.019, ηp2 =.07.
This interaction was further explored by creating low and high narrowing and broadening
groups of participants based on upper and lower quartiles on the factor loadings. Figure 4
reflects the interaction between the broadening dimension and relevance and Figure 5 depicts the
interaction between the narrowing dimensions and relevance. Figure 4 is consistent with the
pattern predicted from the strategic moderation hypothesis. However, the interaction depicted in
Figure 5 is the exact opposite of what was predicted by this hypothesis. These findings will be
discussed further in the Discussion chapter.

Figure 4: Broadening construct and sentence type interactions for elaborative inferences
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Figure 5: Narrowing construct and sentence type interaction for elaborative inferences
A final similar analysis assessed how relevancy instructions affected comprehension as
measured by the FAT. An ANCOVA was conducted using sentence type (relevant or irrelevant)
as a within-subjects variable, and factor loadings on the narrowing and broadening constructs as
covariates on the percent of items answered correctly on the comprehension test. This analysis
revealed a main effect of sentence type and demonstrated the relevancy effect, F (1, 76) =3.92,
p=.05, ηp2 =.05. Participants answered a higher percentage of items correctly that were relevant
(M=.71, SE=.02) than they correctly answered that were irrelevant (M=.68, SE=.02; see Table 9)

Table 9
Reading strategy scores and comprehension scores by relevance
Strategy/comprehension score
Sentence Type

Paraphrase
Bridging
Elaboration
Comprehension

Relevant
1.46 (.08)
3.22 (.17)
3.47 (.21)
.71 (.02)

Irrelevant
1.32 (.08)
3.04 (.16)
3.25 (.18)
.68 (.02)
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CHAPTER FIVE
DISCUSSION

The current study aimed to 1) assess how relevancy instructions affect reading strategies
(i.e., paraphrasing, bridging, and elaboration) and comprehension and 2) assess the impact of
narrowing and broadening strategies on these outcomes of relevancy processing. To address
these goals, it was first necessary to create an instrument that was sensitive to the use of
narrowing and broadening strategies in response to relevancy instructions. Survey instrument
items were created with the intention of reflecting either narrowing, broadening, or familiarity
reading strategies. The factor analysis results showed at least two distinct factors, with narrowing
and broadening items generally grouping together. The intended familiarity items did not
consistently group. Considering that the reading for familiarity strategy was based on
instructions for the control condition, and narrowing and broadening strategies were of primary
interest, the instrument was considered functional for the purposes of the present study and was
employed to assess the central goals of the study. In short, the resulting instrument, the RPAI,
was moderately successful in identifying the use of narrowing and broadening strategies in
participants in response to relevancy instructions.
However, it is worth noting that the RPAI could be improved. Several items had high
cross-loadings on multiple factors and not all narrowing and broadening items matched with
their intended factor. Moreover, as noted, the reading strategy of familiarity was not consistently
reflected by the instrument items intended to measure it. In the current study, items that did not
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map on as intended were nonetheless included in the subsequent analyses that employed the
RPAI scores. Further norming of the RPAI with revised and/or additional items, as well as
pruning items that do not fit the intended factor structure, would improve its ability to detect
reading strategies in response to relevancy instructions. This instrument illustrates that the
strategies revealed by McCrudden et al. (2010) have validity and can be identified via
quantitative methods.
In terms of future research using the RPAI, it remains unclear whether the use of
narrowing and broadening strategies in the context of relevancy instructions are based on stable
individual traits or are contextually based, such that the use of these strategies may be influenced
by features of the text or other variables that are not intrinsic to the reader. The RPAI was
developed using the current experimental text and may only be useful in identifying the use of
narrowing and broadening strategies for this text and the experimental instructions and
conditions of the present study. Future research in individual differences in the relevancy effect
would be well served to better understand the extent to which individual difference in reading
strategy use when reading under relevancy instructions is influenced by text features and task
demands.
Another aim of the current study was to explore the relationship between narrowing and
broadening strategies and other individual difference measures related to reading strategy and
general academic drive. Correlations between scores on the RPAI (narrowing and broadening
scores) and scores on the individual difference measures of MARSI, the Goal-Orientation Scale
(all subscales), and the Work-Avoidance Scale were calculated. No correlations were significant.
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This may suggest that RPAI scales of narrowing and broadening reflect unique aspects of
reading strategy and individual goals.
To address the central research questions related to the reading strategies as measured by
RSAT, there were two hypotheses: the text-based enhancement hypothesis, which underlies a
prediction that there will be additional paraphrasing of relevant text information, and the
coherence building hypothesis, which underlies a prediction that there will be additional bridging
and elaborative inferences of relevant text information. Support was found for the text-based
enhancement hypothesis, and partial support was found for the coherence building hypothesis.
For relevant text information, participants paraphrased and elaborated more but did not produce
additional bridging inferences.
The increased paraphrasing suggests participants are attempting to accurately represent
relevant information more than irrelevant information and are building a richer text base for this
information. This supports the claim that reading under relevancy instructions leads to a reader
developing stronger representations of relevant propositions in the text, which underlies one’s
increased memory for this text-level information (Kaakinen & Hyona, 2005; McCrudden et al.,
2010, 2011). The increases in elaborating suggest additional processing of background
knowledge by participants for relevant text information. Participants are not merely attempting to
strengthen the memorial representation of the text itself, but are utilizing background knowledge
to build the perspective based on their experimental prompt (i.e., “What good and what bad sides
are there in Pitcairn/Honduras as your new home country?”). Additional analysis of the
participant protocols (e.g., a content analysis of the protocols) would be needed to confirm the
general content of these elaborations.
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However, the lack of evidence for increased bridging processes in response to relevancy
instructions may be construed as being inconsistent with the notion of a relevancy network as
proposed by McCrudden et al., (2011). That is, McCrudden et al. (2011) argued that readers
should build a mental model of relevant content that has features of mental models for texts in
general. Propositions for relevant content should be linked in the network, and bridging
inferences should help establish those relationships. If a relevancy network were being
constructed, higher bridging scores would be expected for relevant content compared to
irrelevant content. However, this finding in the current study may be an artifact of the text. It
may be the case that this text doesn’t afford building a coherent relevancy network in response to
the relevancy instructions. The experimental prompt asks participants to reflect upon why they
would want to live in one of the countries described in the text. If the experimental prompt—or
the text itself—involved causal explanation or general understanding, increased bridging
underlying a relevancy network might be more apparent. Additionally, the items that participants
were asked to think-aloud on were not generally causally related, but were rather a series of
unrelated facts about the country. As such, the relevancy network could be more list-like in
nature, containing propositions associated with each country and relevant knowledge
incorporated into the representation.
Considering the findings of the current study in the context of the relevancy effect
literature, the current study extended and provided partial support for Kaakinen and Hyona
(2005). Participants in the current study had better comprehension for text information relevant
to their reading goal than for information unrelated to their reading goal. They also engaged in
more paraphrasing for relevant sentences when compared to irrelevant sentences. However,
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Kaakinen and Hyona (2005) did not find evidence for additional strategic processing, such as
bridging and elaborative inferences. The current study showed increased generation of
elaborative inferences for relevant sentences compared to irrelevant sentences. One unique
aspect of RSAT is that it affords conducting a large-scale study with more power to detect
differences in processes. Additionally, the present study used different materials and, as
discussed above, this may affect the nature of the relevancy model and the processes that support
its construction.
However, there was a critical difference between the two studies in that Kaakinen and
Hyona (2005) did not control for narrowing and broadening strategies in response to relevancy
instructions. In the current study, if narrowing and broadening scores were not controlled for as
covariates, the difference in elaboration scores between relevant and irrelevant scores is nonsignificant. Differences for paraphrasing scores between relevant and irrelevant sentences are
significant regardless whether narrowing and broadening scores are controlled for. This finding
provides support for the notion that individual differences in response to relevancy instructions
affects inference processing for relevant and irrelevant text information.
In regards to comprehension, support was found for the comprehension enhancement
hypothesis and generally the relevancy effect. Participants had higher accuracy on questions
related to their assigned relevant countries than they did for questions related to irrelevant
countries. These results are consistent with prior studies on the relevancy effect (Baillet &
Keenan, 1986; McCrudden et al., 2010; McCrudden & Schraw, 2007; McCrudden et al., 2005;
Pichert & Anderson, 1977; Schraw, et al., 1993).
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In addition, the results of the current study offer some insight on the GFM that has been
proposed to underlie the relevancy effect (McCrudden et al., 2010; McCrudden & Schraw,
2007). The relevancy instruction prompt in the experiment (Stage 1 of the GFM) leads to the
formation of a goal focusing on the relevant country (Stage 2), which in turn leads to differential
allocation of cognitive resources to relevant versus irrelevant text content (Stage 3). This
differential allocation of resources is revealed through increased paraphrasing and elaborative
inference generation in the think-aloud protocols for relevant sentences when compared to
irrelevant (although this effect is moderated, it seems, by individual variance in the use of
narrowing and/or broadening strategies). The increased paraphrasing of and elaborative inference
generation for relevant text information may explain the participants having better memory for
relevant text information (Stage 4 of the GFM, learning).
With respect to determining whether narrowing and broadening scores moderated the
relevancy effect as measured by RSAT scores and comprehension, there was partial support of
the strategic moderation hypothesis. Narrowing and broadening scores significantly interacted
with elaboration scores. The interaction for scores on the broadening factor is consistent with the
pattern hypothesized by the goal-focusing model (McCrudden & Schraw, 2007) and the results
of McCrudden et al. (2010). Participants scoring high on the broadening scale elaborate at a
similar level for both relevant and irrelevant sentences, whereas participants scoring low on the
broadening scale elaborated more for relevant sentences than irrelevant sentences. Broadeners
focus their goals to include both relevant and irrelevant sentences and therefore allocate their
resources equitably between these sentence types. This is consistent with the findings of
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McCrudden et al. (2010), as broadeners devote more resources to irrelevant information than
non-broadeners.
However, the same pattern in elaboration scores was seen for narrowers. High narrowers
elaborated more on irrelevant sentences than low narrowers. This finding is not consistent with
McCrudden et al. (2010), as narrowers devote fewer resources to processing irrelevant text
information than non-narrowers. It is difficult to contextualize this finding, although the
sensitivity of the RPAI may be an issue. As noted previously, the number of cross-factor
loadings suggests the instrument could be improved.
There was no evidence that narrowing and broadening strategies moderated performance
on the comprehension task. This is inconsistent with McCrudden et al. (2010). The findings of
McCrudden et al. (2010) showed that the discrepancy between recall for relevant and irrelevant
information was much smaller for broadeners than for narrowers. The current study found no
interaction between comprehension scores and narrowing or broadening scores. This disparity in
findings may be driven by the comprehension task. The current study used a SVT, which
involves recognition of text information. McCrudden et al. (2010) utilized open-ended recall,
which may be effective at revealing comprehension differences between narrowers and
broadeners.
Although the current study was not able to develop instrument items that reflected a
strategy of reading for familiarity, a general familiarity effect was seen in terms of the effect of
country. Anecdotally, it seems that participants would be more likely to be familiar with
Honduras than with the country of Pitcairn, and indeed, this difference was reflected in the
results of the current study. In several analyses, there was a main effect of country, where
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participants differentially processed Honduras and Pitcairn sentences. This is consistent with the
notion that prior knowledge has a critical influence in the processes underlying discourse
comprehension (Alexander, Kulikowich, & Schulze, 1994; Dochy & Alexander, 1995;
McNamara, 2001; McNamara & Kintsch, 1996; Ozuru, Dempsey, & McNamara, 2009). The fact
that participants processed the two experimental countries differently is a shortcoming of the
current study, as it hinders the generalizability of results. Future studies examining the relevancy
effect while controlling for narrowing and broadening strategies should aim to have experimental
prompts that result in an equal level of familiarity for relevant and irrelevant content.
The present study illustrates the utility of RSAT to measure comprehension processes
(Magliano et al., 2011). As stated previously, the comprehension processes underlying the
relevancy effect as measured by RSAT align well with the processes proposed by the GFM
(McCrudden & Schraw, 2007). It is important to note that RSAT scores show construct validity,
but this validity is least consistent with elaborative inference scores. It may be worth conducting
a qualitative analysis of a subset of the protocols to assess if elaborations are truly increasing as a
function of relevancy instructions. That said, there is evidence that trends revealed in RSAT
elaboration scores are borne out in the context of human coding (Magliano, Ray, & Millis,
2016).
Given concerns about the texts and the extent to which they afford building a relevancy
network, future research should involve texts and tasks that intentionally afford the construction
of a relevancy network. Another issue with the texts is that preliminary analysis revealed clear
effects of country. Honduras is more familiar to participants than the country of Pitcairn. In
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order to improve the validity of the instrument, future studies should use texts in which relevant
and irrelevant content is equated in familiarity.
In sum, the current study found evidence for several of the proposed hypotheses. Support
was found for the text-based enhancement hypothesis. Relevancy instructions led to increased
paraphrasing (as measured by RSAT) of relevant content when controlling for narrowing and
broadening strategies. Partial support was found for the coherence building hypothesis.
Relevancy instructions led to increased elaborative inference generation (as measured by RSAT)
for relevant content when controlling for narrowing and broadening strategies. However, there
was no evidence that bridging inferences increased for relevant content in response to relevancy
instructions. There was also support found for the comprehension enhancement hypothesis, as
participants had better memory for relevant content compared to irrelevant content. Finally,
support was found for the strategic moderation hypothesis. Narrowing and broadening scores on
the RPAI interacted with some processes underlying reading comprehension. Future studies in
this area should aim to revise the RPAI so that it better detects individual differences in response
to reading instructions.
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Relevancy Profile Assessment Instrument
Instructions
Think about the text that you just read and how you read the text. Using the following 5-point
scale, answer each of the items below.
1
Not at all true

2

3

A little true Somewhat true

4
Quite a bit true

5
Very much true

1) I looked specifically for Pitcairn/Honduras in the sentence.
2) I read all of the sentences in the text carefully.
3) I mostly remember information about topics that were familiar to me.
4) If a sentence contained information about a country other than Pitcairn/Honduras, I did
not read it carefully.
5) I looked for information in the text about all the countries.
6) I did not read sentences carefully that contained topics that I was unfamiliar with.
7) If a sentence contained information about Pitcarin/Honduras, I read it more carefully than
other sentences.
8) I remember some information about the countries besides Pitcairn/Honduras.
9) I did not read sentences carefully that I found uninteresting.
10) I mostly remember information about Pitcairn/Honduras.
11) I read information about all countries to see how they related to Pitcairn/Honduras.
12) I looked for sentences containing topics I was familiar with.
13) I tried to concentrate on Pitcairn/Honduras in the text.
14) I looked for sentences containing topics I found interesting.
15) I tried to ignore less relevant sentences in the text.
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Fact Association Task—adopted from McCrudden—random presentation
P=Pitcairn; H=Honduras
1

P H

The official language is Spanish, although Creole English and indigenous languages are
spoken in the country as well.

2

P H

Sugar beets, coconuts, and a variety of fruits and vegetables are grown here

3

P H

It rains about 79 inches a year here.

4

P H

Everyone from teenagers to older citizens must do some type community service here.

5

P H

This country is located in Central America and is mostly mountainous.

6

P H

The overall area of this country is about 3 square miles.

7

P H

Plane and helicopter travel is much more advanced than methods of ground travel in this
country.

8

P H

Dangerous hurricanes and rain are common along the coast of this country

9

P H

This country is located in the middle of the Pacific Ocean over 3,000 miles from New
Zealand

10

P H

This country is somewhat of a melting pot for immigrants, as there is a sizeable European
community in the country.

11

P H

The average temperature here is about 68 degrees and the climate is mild.

12

P H

The streets in this country are not well developed and are like ruts rather than roads.

13

P H

Due to its bad connections, all mail to this country takes about 6 months.

14

P H

As a British colony, English is spoken in this country, which is also its official language.

15

P H

The climate in this country varies considerably in different parts of the country.

16

P H

This country is a republic with a president.

17

P H

In this country, there are 60 inhabitants, all of whom live in a small village named
Adamstown.

18

P H

This country is still developing a ground transportation system.
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19

P H

Columbus sailed to the shore of this country in 1502.

20

P H

The population of this country earns its living from cattle, fishing, and agriculture.
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Metacognitive Awareness of Reading Strategies Inventory
(MARSI) Version 1.0—from Mokhatari & Reichard (2002)
DIRECTIONS: Listed below are statements about what people do when they read academic or school
related materials such as textbooks, library books, etc. Five numbers follow each statement (1, 2, 3, 4, 5)
and each number means the following:
1 means “I never or almost never do this.”
2 means “I do this only occasionally.”
3 means “I sometimes do this.” (About 50% of the time.)
4 means “I usually do this.”
5 means “I always or almost always do this.”
After reading each statement, circle the number (1, 2, 3, 4, or 5) that applies to you using the scale
provided. Please note that there are no right or wrong answers to the statements in this inventory.
TYPE STRATEGIES SCALE
1. I have a purpose in mind when I read. 1 2 3 4 5
2. I take notes while reading to help me understand what I read. 1 2 3 4 5
3. I think about what I know to help me understand what I read. 1 2 3 4 5
4. I preview the text to see what it’s about before reading it. 1 2 3 4 5
5. When text becomes difficult, I read aloud to help me understand what I read. 1 2 3 4 5
6.I summarize what I read to reflect on important information in the text. 1 2 3 4 5
7. I think about whether the content of the text fits my reading purpose. 1 2 3 4 5
8. I read slowly but carefully to be sure I understand what I’m reading. 1 2 3 4 5
9.I discuss what I read with others to check my understanding. 1 2 3 4 5
10. I skim the text first by noting characteristics like length and organization. 1 2 3 4 5
11. I try to get back on track when I lose concentration. 1 2 3 4 5
12. I underline or circle information in the text to help me remember it. 1 2 3 4 5
13. I adjust my reading speed according to what I’m reading. 1 2 3 4 5
14. I decide what to read closely and what to ignore. 1 2 3 4 5
15. I use reference materials such as dictionaries to help me understand what I read. 1 2 3 4 5
16. When text becomes difficult, I pay closer attention to what I’m reading. 1 2 3 4 5
17. I use tables, figures, and pictures in text to increase my understanding. 1 2 3 4 5
18. I stop from time to time and think about what I’m reading. 1 2 3 4 5
19. I use context clues to help me better understand what I’m reading. 1 2 3 4 5
20. I paraphrase (restate ideas in my own words) to better understand what I read. 1 2 3 4 5
21. I try to picture or visualize information to help remember what I read. 1 2 3 4 5
22. I use typographical aids like bold face and italics to identify key information. 1 2 3 4 5
23. I critically analyze and evaluate the information presented in the text. 1 2 3 4 5
24. I go back and forth in the text to find relationships among ideas in it. 1 2 3 4 5
25. I check my understanding when I come across conflicting information. 1 2 3 4 5
26. I try to guess what the material is about when I read. 1 2 3 4 5
27. When text becomes difficult, I re-read to increase my understanding. 1 2 3 4 5
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28. I ask myself questions I like to have answered in the text. 1 2 3 4 5
29. I check to see if my guesses about the text are right or wrong. 1 2 3 4 5
30. I try to guess the meaning of unknown words or phrases. 1 2 3 4 5
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Work-avoidance Measure—adapted from Harackiewicz et al. (2000)
All items judged on the following 7-point scale:
1

2

Not true (of me)

3
Slightly true

4
Moderately

5

6
Very true

7
Extremely true

I just want to do as little work as possible on the test about the reading this experiment
I just want to do as much as I have to in order to get by on this test about the reading in this
experiment
I like reading tests best when they are easy.

APPENDIX E
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Goal-orientation scale
Instructions: The following statements represent types of goals that you may or may not
have had for this experiment. Circle a number to indicate how true each is of you. All of
your responses will be kept anonymous and confidential. There are no right or wrong
answers, so please be open and honest. All items are judged on the following 7-point scale:
1
Not true (of me)

2
Slightly true

3

4
Moderately

5

6
Very true

7
Extremely true

1) To get a lot of questions right on the test about the reading in this experiment
2) To avoid incorrect answers on the test about the reading in this experiment
3) To perform better on the test about the reading in this experiment than I have done on the
past on tests about reading
4) To avoid doing worse on the test about the reading in this experiment than I normally do
on these type of tests
5) To outperform other participants on the test about the reading in this experiment
6) To avoid doing worse than other participants on the test about the reading in this
experiment
7) To know the right answers to the questions on the test about the reading in this
experiment
8) To avoid getting a lot of questions wrong on the test about the reading in this experiment
9) To do well on the test about the reading in this experiment relative to how well I have done
in the past on reading tests
10) To avoid performing poorly on the test about the reading in this experiment compared to
my typical level of performance
11) To do well compared to other participants on the test about the reading in this experiment
12) To avoid doing poorly in comparison to other participants on the test about the reading in
this experiment
13) To answer a lot of questions correctly on the test about the reading in this experiment
14) To avoid missing a lot of questions on the test about the reading in this experiment
15) To do better on the test about the reading in this experiment than I typically do in this type
of situation
16) To avoid doing worse on the test about the reading in this experiment than I have done on
prior tests of this type
17) To do better than other participants on the test about the reading in this experiment
18) To avoid performing poorly relative to other participants on the test about the reading in
this experiment
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Key for Goal-orientation scale:
Task-approach goal items
To get a lot of questions right on the test about the reading in this experiment
To know the right answers to the questions on the test about the reading in this experiment
To answer a lot of questions correctly on the test about the reading in this experiment
Task-avoidance goal items
To avoid incorrect answers on the test about the reading in this experiment
To avoid getting a lot of questions wrong on the test about the reading in this experiment
To avoid missing a lot of questions on the test about the reading in this experiment
Self-approach goal items
To perform better on the test about the reading in this experiment than I have done on the past on
tests about reading
To do well on the test about the reading in this experiment relative to how well I have done in the
past on reading tests
To do better on the test about the reading in this experiment than I typically do in this type of
situation
Self-avoidance goal items
To avoid doing worse on the test about the reading in this experiment than I normally do on these
type of tests
To avoid performing poorly on the test about the reading in this experiment compared to my
typical level of performance
To avoid doing worse on the test about the reading in this experiment than I have done on prior
tests of this type
Other—approach goal items
To outperform other participants on the test about the reading in this experiment
To do well compared to other participants on the test about the reading in this experiment
To do better than other participants on the test about the reading in this experiment
Other—avoidance goal items
To avoid doing worse than other participants on the test about the reading in this experiment
To avoid doing poorly in comparison to other participants on the test about the reading in this
experiment
To avoid performing poorly relative to other participants on the test about the reading in this
experiment
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Experimental text
A.1. A remote place in the world
All around the world, there are small, remote countries that few
people have even heard of. These small countries live their own
quiet life in the shadow of larger nations. Among these lesser
known countries, there are some very interesting countries with
colorful characteristics and history. In the following text, four such
countries are introduced: Honduras, Andorra, Anguilla and
Pitcairn.
A.2. Location and geography
Anguilla is one of the several islands located between the Caribbean
Sea and the Atlantic Ocean, east of Puerto Rico. Its name
means ‘‘Eel Island” and it is also called ‘‘Snake Island” because of
its long and narrow shape. The entire island is flat: the highest
point is only 200 feet above the sea level. The southern shore is
surrounded by a coral reef, and the island has several magnificent
beaches covered with white sand. Pitcairn, on the other hand, is located
in the middle of the Pacific Ocean over 3000 miles from NewZealand. Pitcairn is a volcano by origin, and it rises more than 1400
feet above sea level. The overall area of Pitcairn is only about three
square miles.
Andorra is a small mountainous country located in the eastern
Pyrenees mountains between France and Spain. Its landscape consists
of rugged mountain tops and deep gorges and valleys. Honduras
is located in Central America and is also mostly mountainous.
However, its north shore, which faces the Caribbean Sea, and its
south shore, which faces the Pacific Ocean, are surrounded by lowland.
In the lowland, the typical type of vegetation is rainforest,
whereas the mountains are mostly covered with alpine trees.
A.3. Climate
In Anguilla, the yearly rainfall is small, and the climate is extremely
hot and dry. Pitcairn’s yearly precipitation, on the other hand, is high, about 79 inches.
Pitcairn’s climate is mild and the average
temperature is around 68 degrees Fahrenheit. Andorra’s climate
also is characterized by ample precipitation throughout the year.
The yearly rainfall can even exceed 79 inches. In the winter, this
leads to a long-lasting snow cover, and many of the mountain
passes between Andorra and France can be cut off by snow.
The climate in Honduras varies considerably in different parts of
the country. On the coast, it rains a lot, and dangerous hurricanes
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appear frequently. The temperature is well above 68 degrees Fahrenheit.
In the mountains, the precipitation is much less and temperature
is much lower than in the coastal area.
A.4. History
In 1790, rebels of the British warship Bounty settled in Pitcairn
with 12 Tahitian women who had accompanied them onboard. The
island was so remote that another European ship did not pass by it
for 18 years.
Until 1969 Anguilla belonged to the autonomous state of Saint
Kitts–Nevis–Anguilla. The people of Anguilla rose against the government
and declared independence. As a result of this, British
paratroops and policemen occupied the island, and it was subdued
under the British crown.
Columbus sailed to the shore of Honduras in 1502. The country
was then a part of the Maya–Aztec realm. Later the country was
conquered by the Spaniards, against whom the native inhabitants
constantly rebelled. The country obtained its independence in
1838. Andorra, on the other hand, has been independent since
about 800 AD.
A.5. Government
Andorra is a monarchy with a prince or princess, which has
maintained its independence mostly because the remote upper
valleys of the Pyrenees have very little strategic or economic significance.
The Spanish bishop of Urgel and the president of France
jointly secure the territorial integrity of Andorra. The legislative
power in Andorra is held by the 28-member parliament. Honduras,
on the other hand, is a republic with a president. The political situation
in Honduras has been considerably more peaceful than in
the other Central-American countries, although it has experienced
139 rebellions. Anguilla is a British colony. Pitcairn also constitutes a
British colony, which has autonomous status.
A.6. Economy
Most inhabitants of Andorra do not pay taxes at all. The state
revenue consists of tourism, export of electricity, and publication
of postal stamps. This small principality is also planning to
strengthen its banking business to speed up its development as a
tax haven. The economy of Honduras is based entirely on its production
of coffee and bananas. The country’s economy is fully
dependent on the price fluctuation of these products.
Due to its extremely dry climate and its sparse soil, it is almost
impossible to farm in Anguilla. The income of the islanders is totally
dependent on tourism and British subsidies. Individuals and
private business are not taxed at all in the island. Pitcairn’s population,
on the other hand, earns its living from cattle, fishing, and agriculture.
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Sweet potatoes, sugar-cane and a variety of fruits and
vegetables are grown on the island.
A.7. Transportation
Anguilla has an airport, which serves regular flights to neighboring
islands and to the U.S. Pitcairn does not have such good connections.
There is no airport or harbor on the island. The only way
to get to Pitcairn is by taking a boat from Tahiti to its surrounding
waters and then by rowing to the island, provided that the weather
is good. Due to its bad connections, all mail to the island takes
about 6 months.
Andorra does not have an airport or railways. All traffic is routed
to the main highway which passes through the country. Honduras
is still developing a ground transportation system. The
road network is sparse, and the roads look more like cart tracks.
Compared to the poor ground transportation system, air traffic in
this mountainous country is fairly well developed.
A.8. Population and language
The population of Honduras is 5.8 million and consists mostly of
descendants from native inhabitants. Honduras is also somewhat
of a melting pot for immigrants, as there is a sizeable European
community in the country. The population increases at a rate of
3% per year. The official language of Honduras is Spanish, although
Creole English and indigenous languages are spoken in the country
as well. Spanish is also spoken in Andorra, although the country’s
official language is Catalan. The population of Andorra is about
65,000. Population growth has approached 7% in some years due
to immigration. To become a citizen of Andorra, the person needs
to be a third-generation immigrant.
In Pitcairn, there are 60 inhabitants, all of whom live in a small village
named Adamstown. The islanders are descendants of the British
rebels who settled the island. The people of Pitcairn live in accordance
with a set of fairly strict rules. For example, every inhabitant between
16 and 60 years of age has to take part in public service of some sort.
The population of the island varies somewhat, because the youngsters
need to move to another island to attend school. As a British colony,
English is spoken in Pitcairn, which is also its official language. In Anguilla,
which is larger than Pitcairn, there are some 6800 people. The
inhabitants are predominantly black. English is spoken in Anguilla too.

